
Finance Essentials

Trusts:  
An Overview 

Manage and preserve your assets



After working for years to accumulate financial resources 

and build an estate, you want to care for those assets and 

ensure that they help you to meet the goals you had in 

mind for you and your family. You may want a comfortable 

retirement. Perhaps you want to protect your wealth so you 

can pass it along to your family or an organization that is 

dear to you. Maybe you want to do both. A trust is a wise  

way to help simplify your finances, protect your property, 

and create a lasting legacy.

A trust can help you to put your financial affairs in order and 

be a useful estate planning tool. It allows you to specifically 

name the people or entities who should receive your assets, 

and provides you with peace of mind, knowing that your 

wishes will be carried out exactly as you planned. 

at a glance

What is a trust?
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A trust can be an effective  
estate planning tool 
Throughout your life, you have worked to protect and provide for 

those you care about, and adding a trust to your estate plan helps you 

to do just that. With it, you can manage your assets during your life 

and preserve them until it is time to pass them on to your heirs.

1 Straightforward property distribution 

 A trust allows you to easily transfer wealth to your beneficiaries  

by outlining the specific rules that you want followed when your  

estate is distributed. 

2 Flexible, goals-based design  

 A trust can be established for anyone or anything you want to  

provide income for and can be structured however you direct.

3 Maintain control over property

 Certain types of trusts can be designed to provide you  

with different degrees of control over your assets.1 

4 Leave a legacy and preserve goodwill 

 Using a trust to facilitate charitable giving will continue your  

support of a cause and help to perpetuate your values and  

beliefs to the next generation. 

5 Efficient tax and wealth planning  

 A trust can be prepared to help minimize the inheritance  

taxes associated with the transfer of wealth.

plan

1. Certain types of trusts, like an irrevocable trust, may not be changed once established. 
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Straightforward  
property distribution 
Safeguard assets until they are passed to your heirs

Simply stated, your estate is equivalent to the grand total of all of your property. 

It includes anything you own in your name and half of what you own jointly with 

your spouse, minus any of your outstanding financial obligations, such as taxes 

owed or unpaid debt. 

The value of your estate may be greater than you think, especially if you own 

a home or have investment accounts. It can be made of real estate items, like 

land and buildings, or personal items, such as jewelry, collections, or other 

 

and life insurance policies are also considered property. A recommended first 

step in any estate planning effort is to take a formal inventory of your property 

and its worth.

1

*If you are the custodian and you created the account.

Your Estate Can Be Divided Into Six Categories

Insurance
■  Annuity payments
■  Life insurance policy cash benefits
■  No-fault payments owed to you

Retirement Accounts
■  Value of retirement savings
■  IRAs

Other Items
■  Income tax refunds
■  Interest in a business
■  Forgiven debts
■   Outstanding interest and dividends
■   UGMA and UTMA custodial accounts* 

Bank Accounts
■  Savings
■  Checking
■  Money Market

Personal Items 
■  Cash 
■  Tangible personal property
■  Real estate
■  Property held in a revocable trust
■  Interests in real property

Investment Accounts
■  Securities
■  Bonds
■  Stocks
■  Mutual Funds

My 
Estate
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Type of Trust Description Objectives

1 Testamentary A testamentary trust is created  
by your will, funded by your estate,  
and administered by a trustee that  
you appoint.

■   Carry out the terms of the trust  
exactly as you have directed

■   Minimize estate taxes 

■   Designate a specific person to manage  
the assets included in the trust

2 Living  
(inter vivos)

A living trust is set up while you are alive. 
You can serve as the trustee, though 
you usually name someone to succeed 
you when you die or if you are unable to 
carry out the responsibilities. You must 
decide if the trust will be revocable or 
irrevocable. 

■   Asset management 

■   Property transfer outside the  
probate process

3 Pour-over A pour-over trust is created while you 
are alive, but funded after you die. 

■   Receive one-time payouts, like life  
insurance, pension benefits, or any  
property from your estate that you  
have not transferred to someone  
by gift, trust, or will.

Trusts are different from wills.

 

 

A trust agreement spells out the specific rules that you want followed when  

that time comes. 

A trust is similar to a will in that both documents are written sets of instructions 

detailing the transfer of your property. A will, however, only takes effect at your 

death, while a trust can take effect both during and after your life. In addition, 

most trusts deal only with specific assets or property, whereas a will governs 

the overall distribution of nearly everything that makes up your estate. 

Living trusts can help protect you and your property 

in the event that an accident, illness, or age leaves 

you unable to manage your own affairs. 

All Trusts Are Created in One of Three Ways

ease
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flexibility
Flexible, goals-based design
Your estate. Your heirs. Your rules.  

There are many different types of trusts, each designed with a different  

goal in mind. Do you have minor children or children with special needs?  

Are you interested in charitable giving? Is the continued care of a beloved  

pet a concern? 

Broadly, there are two categories of trusts: private and charitable. A private  

trust is set up to benefit people named as beneficiaries, such as family 

members. A charitable trust provides benefits for philanthropic reasons,  

like supporting the arts or an animal rescue facility. A trust can be established 

for anyone or anything you want to provide income for and can be structured 

however you direct. For example, you may choose to create a trust that 

transfers property each year until your child is a certain age, or until a 

specific event, like marriage, occurs. If you establish a trust with a number 

of beneficiaries, such as all of your grandchildren, you can give your trustee 

“sprinkling powers.” That way, if one beneficiary needs more income than  

 

has your approval to “sprinkle” the benefits around. 

A single trust may not accomplish everything you wish to achieve. Your  

financial professional, along with your legal and tax advisors, can help you  

to identify your current and future needs, build and manage a trust that  

best satisfies them, and understand any tax consequences. 

2

A Trust Holds Your Property Until It Is Passed on to the Recipients You Choose

Trustor Trust Beneficiaries

The Trustor determines the reason for 
establishing the trust, sets the rules for how 
the trust will be managed and distributed, 
and transfers assets into the trust.

Beneficiaries are the individual(s), entity,  
or organization who have been designated  
to receive assets from the trust, according  
to the rules outlined by the Trustor.

Controlled by a Trustee,* the  
Trust safeguards assets until 
they are distributed to the 
beneficiaries.

*On behalf of the Trust, the Trustee earns income, pays taxes, and manages the distribution of assets.
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Maintain control over property 
The type of trust determines the degree of control

Revocable trusts provide flexibility and control.

Revocable trusts allow you to freely modify their terms because the property  

held in trust remains yours. You maintain ownership of the property and 

continue to pay applicable taxes. You can change the beneficiary, replace  

the trustee, or discontinue the trust entirely.

Revocable trusts are flexible, but have limitations. They transfer most of  

your property directly, but do not reduce the income tax you owe on 

appreciating trust assets during your lifetime, or potential estate or inheritance 

taxes after you die.

Irrevocable trusts lack control, but provide tax benefits.

Irrevocable trusts prohibit any changes, including removing the property before 

the asset transfer takes place. The property is no longer yours, and you no 

longer control it. Beneficiaries cannot be removed or added. The only way to 

change a trustee is if the trustee agrees to resign or passes away.

Irrevocable trusts are inflexible, but provide significant tax savings because 

all control is surrendered when property is placed into the trust. Taxes paid on 

earnings are paid by the trust, so any appreciation of the trust’s assets is not 

considered to be part of your estate, and if structured properly, would not be 

subject to estate taxes.

Key Features of Revocable and Irrevocable Trusts

Revocable Trust Irrevocable Trust

Eliminates probate 

Protects assets

Permits transfer of property without a gift tax†

Permits changes after the trust is established

Trustor maintains ownership and control over property held in trust

Trustor is responsible for paying taxes

Subject to estate tax

Trust is responsible for paying taxes

Eliminates estate tax‡

Defers/Reduces capital gains tax

3

control

† Subject to gift tax limits and current tax law.
‡Certain gifts made within three years of death, including life insurance, are included in the donor’s gross estate.
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Leave a legacy  
and preserve goodwill 
Perpetuate your values to the next generation 

We all have ideas about what it means to create a legacy. For some, it may be 

providing for loved ones. For others, it may mean making a contribution to 

further the efforts of a charitable cause. Using a trust to facilitate charitable 

giving will illustrate your long-term dedication to a charity and help to pass along 

your values to the next generation. The ongoing gifts will serve as a regular 

reminder to your family about a belief or cause that was important to you.

Most charitable trusts are irrevocable, so before establishing one, it is 

important to give the act serious consideration. Consider your responses  

to the following questions if you feel like a charitable trust has a place in your 

estate planning efforts: 

  What are your core beliefs? 

  Are certain character qualities routinely associated with your family? 

  What do you want your family to be known for? 

   Have certain organizations, values, or beliefs influenced you  

in a positive way?

   What will continued support of a certain cause or organization  

communicate about your family several generations from now?  

  Specifically, why is a particular cause or charity important to you? 

  What opportunities do you want your gift to help create? 

In addition to creating goodwill, charitable trusts can be effective estate 

planning tools.2  

Charitable Lead Trusts (CLT) and Charitable Remainder Trusts (CRT).

4

By adding a trust  

to your estate plan, 

you can influence 

behavior, safeguard 

assets, preserve 

and protect financial 

security, and create 

a legacy for future 

generations. 

2. Charitable trusts are not tax exempt. Consult your legal and financial professionals for guidance on a trust  
structure that will best align with your wishes and situation. 
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charity
Charitable Lead Trusts 

The charity that you designate will receive interest from your trust for a period 

property left in the trust is distributed to a non-charitable beneficiary, like your 

children or grandchildren. This structure carries fewer tax advantages because 

the assets are not considered to be fully surrendered to the trust.

Charitable Remainder Trusts 

A Remainder Trust distributes annual payments to a non-charitable beneficiary 

over a set period of time. At the end of the term, any remaining assets are 

provided directly to a charity you designate. 

For a set period 
of time, the 
trust pays the 
designated charity.

After that time, 
any money left in 
the trust is paid to 
benef iciaries.

For a set period 
of time, the 
trust pays your 
benef iciaries.

After that time, 
any money left in 
the trust is paid 
to a charity.
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taxes
Efficient tax and wealth planning 
A trust offers a way to set aside assets for heirs  

When setting up a trust, a common objective might be to avoid or minimize 

taxes. Any specific tax advantages that may be realized from a trust will vary, 

depending on the type of trust that you set up. 

Avoid probate 

Probate is the legal process of administering an estate by resolving all claims  

and distributing a person’s property under a valid will. A probate court 

interprets the instructions outlined in the trust, assigns an executor as the 

personal representative of the estate, and “referees” the interests of anyone 

who may have a claim against the estate. Unlike wills, assets held in a trust are 

not subject to probate. Avoiding probate allows you to maintain privacy with 

your financial affairs, minimize headaches for your heirs, and reduce settlement 

costs and fees. Probate fees are not technically a tax, but, like a tax, they are 

 

helps your heirs to retain more. 

Estate and gift taxes

Your estate may be subject to estate taxes at the federal and state levels.  

If donations or gifts are made from the trust, the IRS may require that the 

grantor of the trust file a gift tax return. 

Under the tax code, a gift tax only applies to an individual, not to a trust. A 

gift tax may be applied if money or assets in excess of a certain amount are 

transferred.3  

to a gift tax. Other excluded gifts include donations to qualified charities 

and political groups, or educational and medical expenses paid on behalf 

educational, or medical organization that provided the benefit. In addition,  

a gift tax does not apply to money transferred to a spouse.4 

to navigate. Consult your financial, legal, and tax professionals for guidance 

concerning your particular situation. 

5

3. Annual federal estate tax exemption levels apply for individuals and married couples.  
Consult with your tax and financial professionals for guidance.

4. Spouse must be a U.S. citizen.
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process

Don’t go it alone

Working with an attorney to set up a trust is an effective way to control what 

happens to your estate. However, trusts are complex, and there are many 

facets and legal documents associated with establishing one. It is important to 

seek professional advice to fully understand the different provisions of a trust 

before you start the process of establishing one. Your financial professional, 

estate planning attorney, and tax advisor can provide you with additional help 

with aligning a trust to your estate planning needs.

How to establish a trust 
A trust can be set up during your life or through a will

The specific steps associated with setting up a trust vary, depending on the 

exact type of trust that you are establishing. But, in general, they all follow  

the same overall process.

          Select a trustee to manage the trust

The trustee maintains the trust and is 

responsible for all recordkeeping. This can be 

a family member or someone who has proven 

experience in managing a trust. Many people 

prefer to name a financial professional to handle 

their affairs. Naming an independent party as 

the trustee removes the emotional element 

often associated with friends or family members, and helps 

to ensure that your wishes are carried out exactly as you have 

outlined. Your trustee needs to be available for as long as your 

trust exists, so it is a good idea to designate a successor.

          Choose a beneficiary

The beneficiary benefits from the assets of 

the trust, according to the specific guidelines 

be released, or how they should be used. A 

beneficiary can be a person, an institution, 

or an organization. In naming beneficiaries, 

you should be as specific as possible, especially in cases where 

1 2

543          Establish the assets for the trust

After you place property 

in the trust, the property 

is formally known as “trust 

property.” Personal checking 

and savings accounts are 

generally not recommended as 

trust property, but certain types of real estate, 

business interests, and investment accounts  

are recommended.

           Draft the terms

Establish clear 

and specific rules 

that detail how and 

when assets will 

be distributed, and 

under what terms.

           Provide the property

It is the trustee’s 

responsibility to  

execute the trust that 

you establish. The 

trustee will oversee the 

assets in the trust and manage their 

distribution, according to the terms 

that you outlined.
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